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Abstract. Non-destructive testing technology helps quality control in parts 

manufacture. Because requirements for quality become higher progressively, it’s 

necessary to perform full inspection rather than sample inspection. As a result, high 

efficiency and low-cost automatic inspection techniques are desperately needed. 

Active thermography (AT) seems to be a good choice because it can operate far away 

from the sample and inspect large area simultaneously, and price of un-cooled IR 

imager is not expensive. Applications of AT in two different parts manufactures 

which are typical and may be generalized to others are investigated. The first 

application is the inspection of cracks in ferrite cores by scanning laser thermography. 

Cracks in ferrite cores which are extensively used in electric and magnetic devices 

would weaken the performance and reliability. The inspection system based on 

scanning laser thermography consists of a laser device making a local heat, and an IR 

imager recording the distribution and variation of temperature which implies cracks 

blocking the heat flow. Because the size of ferrite cores is usually small, a line 

generator which translates laser spot to laser line is used. Inspection time is 

dramatically lowered since only one dimension scan is enough. Spatial resolution 

along the scanning path is 0.33mm by applying 20mm/s scanning speed and 60Hz 

sample rate. The second application is the inspection of bubbles in brakes by 

induction thermography. Car brake mainly consists of friction material and steel plate 

which two are connected by gluing. Bubbles in friction material may cause mass loss 

when vehicle is running and lower braking performance. Induction thermography is 

proposed to obtain more than 2kW heating power since there is steel plate. Because 

the brake is thick, i.e. 5mm steel plate and 12mm friction material for samples in the 

paper, step heating is proposed and observation continues for 20~40 seconds to get 

remarkable temperature increase in the opposite side of heating. Bubbles are 

inspected by comparing normalized thermograms of test sample and references. 

Results of the two applications show that AT acts as a good alternative method for 

full-inspection in parts manufactures. 

1. Introduction  

Manufacturing is getting more and more attention by governments and various promotion 

plans are carried out recently. Requirements for quality becoming higher and full inspections 

are necessary for many products. Traditional methods such as visual inspection, knocking 

testing, penetration testing and magnetic particle testing rely on operators heavily, causing 

high cost for full-inspection and mistakes unavoidable. High efficiency and low-cost 

automatic inspection techniques and devices are urgent needs in many factories. However, 

radiographic inspection systems are complex and expensive although it can run with high 
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efficiency; ultrasonic testing systems are also complex because of the coupling problem 

especially for small parts; eddy current testing is usually used for metal parts only and would 

be influenced by edge and lifting distance easily; machine vision can’t detect surface-closed 

cracks and there are too many false alarm when used for black objects. 

Active thermography (AT) evaluates components based on the selective heating [1, 2] 

or discontinuity of thermal transfer [3] in defective area. So it’s a good complementation to 

other non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques since the principle is markedly different. AT 

can operate far away and observe large area with high spatial resolution, which brings the 

potential to be high efficiency. The cost of un-cooled thermal imager is lower gradually in 

recent years and it’s affordable by most of manufacturers. As a result, large number of 

researchers get involved in AT and its ability is discussed in many literatures [4~6]. However, 

application for full-inspection is rarely discussed. We analysed the advantages of AT and the 

problems it may meet in the paper based on two inspection cases of different parts, which 

both come from mass production and now full-inspected by human. For each case, the 

inspection problem, system configuration, results and discussion are described successively. 

2. Inspection of cracks in ferrite components by flying laser line thermography 

2.1 Problem 

Ferrite material is extensively used in electronic devices. Ferrite components are made by 

compression moulding and cracks may generate for various reasons. Cracks would bring 

components failure risk and may cause great economic loss or even life accidents. So 

zero-tolerance policy is applied and full-inspection is carried out in most factories. Ferrite 

components have various shape and size for different applications. Fig. 1 shows three kinds 

of ferrite components, including: E-shape ferrite core, ferrite ring in mini motor and ferrite 

ring in bearing. All these parts are small and the exact sizes are listed in table 1. 

 
(a)                                           (b)                                                   (c) s 

Fig. 1.Ferrite components: (a) E-shape ferrite core, (b) ferrite ring in mini motor and (c) ferrite ring in bearing 

Table 1.Maximum size of the samples used in the tests (unit: mm) 

Parts Length Width Height Outer radius 

E-Shape ferrite core 42.0 20.0 21.5 / 

Ferrite ring in mini motor / / 12.0 12.0 

Ferrite ring in bearing / / 13.0 30.0 

The method used now is visual testing implemented by human. For tiny cracks that 

can hardly be seen by human, operators may get the crack mark enhanced by smearing 

alcohol, or implement the inspection using microscope. However, these methods need too 

much time and consequently great human cost. Also the residual error rate can hardly be 

controlled under a low level. Automatic inspection devices based on machine vision is 

studied [7] and tried out by manufacturers. But the material is black which makes the contrast 

between crack and sound area very low. Also there are some disturb caused by the imprints 
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coming from abrasive machining. As a result the false-alarm ratio is high and some tiny 

cracks can’t be found out. 

2.2 Inspection System Based on AT 

Flying laser line thermography (FLT) [8] is used since ferrite material is not 

electro-conductive and defect is vertical to the surface. Fig. 2 shows the test platform which 

mainly consists of four parts, i.e. scanning platform, laser stimulation subsystem, thermal 

imager and data analysis software. Scanning platform generates 1D relative motion between 

inspected surface and laser line. The component moves along a line when the surface is plane 

and it rotates around its axis when it’s cylinder. The speed of the motion is about 20mm/s 

which is the compromise between signal noise ratio (SNR) and efficiency. Laser subsystem 

consists of laser generator and additional optical system which controls the distribution of 

laser energy. The laser wavelength is 1064nm and the total power is about 20W. In order to 

prevent hurt to human being from laser, the test system is mainly enclosed in a metal case 

with internal wall painted black to consume the energy away from the inspected surface. The 

thermal imager is a commercial un-cooled thermo-grapher with cost less than 8000 dollars. 

The pixel resolution is 320x240 and frame rate is 60Hz. 

 
         (a)                                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 2.Ferrite crack inspection system based on flying laser line thermography: (a) whole view from outside, (b) 

inner view of the machine case. 

 
Fig. 3.Data analysis procedure in FLT system 

Fig. 3 shows the data analysis procedure and it’s detailed as follows: 

Step 0: Spatial and time scale calibration. By extracting the contour of the parts and 

measuring its real size, we can get the coefficient for size translation. Time calibration is 

necessary only for rotation motion, which is implemented by recording the frame number 

during a rotation of 360 degrees for the mark point. 

Step 1: Area of interest (AOI) extraction. To reduce calculation, data recorded before 

the inspected surface coming into the laser area or after its leaving away is of no use, and 
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thermal data for background also should be discarded. Because the background is not on the 

same plane with the inspection surface, so the laser line would be broken at the edge in the 

thermal image. This helps determining the AOI. 

Step 2: Data reconstruction. Raw data is recorded by thermo-grapher and expressed 

in the spatial coordinate system establish in the image and the time is synchronized with 

sampling signal. Let the raw data ( ), ,T iFrm ir ic , where iFrm refers to the frame index, ir and 

ic refers to the row and column index in thermal image. To detect discontinuity of the 

inspected surface, we need to know the temperature curve versus time for each point on the 

surface. So we hope the data is expressed as ( ), ,S iy ix iτ , where iy and ix refers to the position 

on the surface, iτ refers to the time relative to when the point moving through the center of 

laser line. Because the inspected surface is moving with constant speed in the thermal image, ( ), ,S iy ix iτ could be evaluated according to Eq.1~Eq.4 where v is the moving speed, x∆ is 

the span on the inspected surface responding to two adjacent pixels, t∆ is the sample period 

and cix is the position of laser line center in thermal image. Linear interpolation is applied 

when variable ic is non-integer. ( ) ( ), , , ,S iy ix i T it ir icτ =  (1) 

it ix iτ= +  (2) 

ir iy=  (3) 

( )c

v
ic ix i t

x
τ= + ⋅ ⋅∆∆  (4) 

Step 3: Feature extracted to image the crack. The inspection result of AT is usually an 

image, i.e. a 2D matrix. The value for each pixel indicates the continuity of the surface. For 

FLT technique the temperature when moving through the laser line or some delay after that is 

significantly influenced by the discontinuity such as cracks near that. So it’s usually selected 

as the feature to forming the result image ( ),Rlt iy ix : 

( ) ( ), ,,Rlt S iy ix diy ix τ=  (5) 

The variable dτ is the delay time which is critical to the algorithm. 

Step 4: Crack recognition. Thresholding method is utilized here for its simpleness and 

followed with morphological operations to remove noise disturbance. 

Step 5: Decision for pass or alarm. It’s out of the topic for this paper and we skip over. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

Fig. 4 shows some inspection results for parts listed in Fig. 1. The spatial resolution of the 

results is about 0.33mm in the moving direction and 0.29mm in the direction along laser ling.  

Fig. 4a is the photograph of the inspected surface for E-shape ferrite core and Fig. 4b is the 

FLT result. The location and shape of the crack is correctly displayed, including the upper 

part near the edge where the crack is blurred in the photo. Fig. 4c shows one crack in the 

ferrite ring of mini-motor and Fig. 4d shows the microphotograph for another crack which is 

about 10 μm wide and can’t be seen directly. Fig. 4e shows the inspection result for the ring 

of motor by unfolded image, in which two cracks are both detected. Fig. 4f shows the crack in 

the ferrite ring of bearing and Fig. 4g shows the inspection result which displayed the two 

crossed cracks successfully. Also we can see that the blot existed in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4f didn’t 

causing disturbance in the results. The contrast of cracks area and background in Fig. 4e is 

weak. It’s caused by several factors. Firstly the structure and material of the ferrite ring is not 

homogeneous. Secondly the curvature of the surface is large. As a result it weakens the 

infrared radiation and SNR. Thirdly the large curvature of the surface causes large error for 
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data reconstruction because of the non-linearity relation between the spatial coordinate 

system in the inspected surface and that in the thermal image. 

 
Fig. 4.Crack in components and inspection results based on FLT: (a) crack in ferrite core, (b) inspection result 

for ferrite core, (c) visible crack in ferrite ring of mini-motor, (d) microphotograph of tiny crack in ferrite ring of 

mini-motor, (e) inspection result for ferrite ring in mini-motor, (f) cracks in ferrite ring in bearing, (g) inspection 

results for ferrite ring in bearing. 

3. Inspection of bubbles in brake pads by induction thermography 

3.1 Problem 

Brake pad is an important part of the car brake system and its quality would greatly influence 

the reliability of braking. Fig. 5a shows the brake pad for tests in the paper. It consists of 

5mm depth steel plate and 12mm depth friction material, which two are connected by gluing. 

The manufacturing process includes mixing, gluing, compression moulding, stiffening, 

grinding, etc. Inner bubble may generate during these process. Fig. 5b shows an inner bubble 

seen in the cross-section of a brake pad, which is divided by water jet cutting. Full-inspection 

is necessary because the defect may cause friction material separated and braking force 

weakening. The inspection method now used in factories is knocking testing. Familiar 

operators knock different parts and recognize bubbles by the abnormality of the sound. With 

the increasing of quality requirement and human cost, manufacturers are looking for 

automatic inspection device. Some researchers developed device based on the same principle 

as knocking test [9] but it needs improving. 

 
Fig. 5.Brack pad and inner bubble: (a) front view of brake, (b) cross-section of brake with bubble 
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3.2 Inspection System Based on AT 

The inner bubble is area defect with the normal line vertical to friction surface because of the 

pressure during manufacturing. So it acts as thermal resistance when thermal transfer from 

one side to the other. By heating the steel plate, the bubble would cause low-temperature 

pattern on the projection area of friction surface which is recorded by thermal imager after 

some delay. Fig. 6 shows the test platform which consists of high frequency power, induction 

coil, thermal imager and data analysis software. Induction heating is selected to generate 

enough power to obtain prominent temperature increase and consequently better signal noise 

ratio. The actual heating power was about 2kW and continued for 8 seconds. The watching 

time is about 20~40 seconds delay after heating. The optimized delay time is dependent on 

the depth and thermal conductivity of the friction material. 

 
Fig. 6.Inner bubble in brake pad inspection system based on induction thermography 

 
Fig. 7.Data analysis procedure for brake pad inspection 

Fig. 7 shows the data analysis procedure and it’s detailed as follows: 

Step 0: Training for reference temperature pattern. There are many factors such as the 

non-uniform of the structure and stimulation can influence the temperature pattern. We 

remove these disturbances by comparing with reference, which come from the learning by 

test on good brake pads. This step could be implemented only once before the tests for new 

type of brake pad. 

Step 1: Time synchronization between test and reference. The time when heating 

stops is defined as zero point, according to which the time in two tests is synchronized. The 

time also responds to when maximum temperature occurs in steel plate. 

Step 2: Spatial alignment between test and reference. Contour extracted first and then 

fine translation is made to align two images based on the minimization of differences. 

Step 3: Power normalization between test and reference. The heating power is of 

good repeatability most of the time. It’s implemented to prevent unexpected events mostly. 

The power is usually proportional to the maximum temperature of the steel plate. 
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Step 4: Difference is calculated by subtracting the reference from the test records. 

Step 5: Defect is recognized by significant lowering of temperature in certain area. 

Step 6: Decision such as pass or alarm. It’s out of the topic and we skip over. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

Figur 8(a) shows the inspection results for a good brake pad and Fig. 8(b~d) shows the results 

for three break pads with inner bubble. The color indicates the relative deviation from 

reference and the quantitative value could be found according to the colorbar. Obviously the 

projection area of bubbles is cooler. We could recognize bubbles by comparing with a 

predefined threshold value such as -20%.  

 
Fig. 8.Quantitative evaluation of the relative temperature difference between brake pad inspected and reference: 

(a) result for good brake, (b) ~ (d) results of three different brake pads with bubble inside 

Although the cooling time in the test is as long as 20~40 seconds, the average 

inspection time could be less by applying pipeline. Since defect area is detected by the 

magnitude value, the temperature curve versus time is not important. So the least work time 

for thermal imager is only one sampling period. The main problem for this method is the 

calibration for temperature measurement dynamically.  Drift of infrared sensors would cause 

fake indication for abnormality. 

4. Conclusion 

This study was focused on the application of AT for full-inspection in parts manufacturing. 

The feature that thermal imager works far away from inspected parts makes it suitable for 

online detection. Test results show that it can detect tiny cracks in black ferrite components 

and inner bubbles in brake pads quickly. The future work is to get the system work in 

factories and test with thousands of products in order to examine the reliability. Then it needs 

the participation of manufacturers. Thus the AT technique has great potential ability for 

full-inspection in parts manufacture. 
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